CVTA Wayfinding for Fall Line Trail Programming
The Fall Line Trail Wayfinding utilizes a labeling system that represents a device's function, form and an individualized item number. Each sign is assigned a unique number derived from this system and is used in the Message Schedule and Sign Location Plan. The colors displayed above are used in the Sign Location Plan to aid in quick identification.

Sign Type Numbering System

The Fall Line Trail Wayfinding utilizes a labeling system that represents a device's function, form and an individualized item number. Each sign is assigned a unique number derived from this system and is used in the Message Schedule and Sign Location Plan. The colors displayed above are used in the Sign Location Plan to aid in quick identification.

M - Mile marker - Marks miles
MA - Pedestrian Map - Shows information in visual map
P - Pedestrian Directional - Provides guidance for pedestrians to places within walking distance
PA - Parking Sign - Identifies parking areas
R - Regulatory Sign - Intended to control or prohibit behavior or an action
T - Trailhead Sign - Used to identify trail starting points
U - Urban route Directional - Provides route navigation for vehicular traffic
V - Vehicular Directional - Provides route navigation for vehicular traffic
W - Warning - Provides information about changes

V1.12

Indicates Item Number
Indicates Form
Indicates Function

V1.1

Marks Device Location and Face A of Sign Panel.
Indicates Device Angle

THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS DESIGN INTENT ONLY.
FALL LINE TRAIL – HENRICO COUNTY SEGMENT

8 Chickahominy River Crossing Woodman Rd Extended to Holly Hill Road
6 Villa Park Lakeside Avenue to Parham Road
2 Lakeside Community Trail Phase I Spring Park to Dumbarton Road
4 Lakeside Community Trail Phase III Lakeside Recreation Area to Hilliard Road
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